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Athletic Club Scene of Spirited

Leave Friday Morning; Proc- Sport-loving City Greatly Im-

Meeting

tor Back in Lineup

pressed with Cadet Corps

Nearly 100 ex-students of Clemson College gathered at dinner in
the main dining room of the Atlanta
Athletic Club last 'Friday evening to
pay tribute to the Clemson Tiger
football team and to Coach Jess
Neely. Sharing in the program were
several officials of the college and
old graduates from other cities in
Georgia and adjoining states.

Tomorrow morning Coach
Neely
points his football outfit eastward toward Raleigh where the Tigers Saturday engage the Wolfpack of N. C.
State in Clemson's second conference
encounter of the current season.
Captain "Red" Espey, star center
of the Wolves, has weaned his horde
on two victories thus far and is getting organized for an attempt at his
third successive tilt. The Tar Heels
whitewashed Appalachian College 39 to
o last Saturday.
Less fortunate in his percentage of
wins, Coach Neely has been drilling
his charges with special
emphasis
upon the tackling exercises. Jess was
far from pleased with the Bengals
defensive tactics against Tech last
week and has made a sustained effort
to bolster up his teams' potentialities
of resistance for the assult of the
Pack.
Latest reports seem to indicate that
Boone Proctor, veteran guard of invaluable experience, will be back at
his old post following a forced retirement from duty with a leg injury received in the opening game
against P. C. It is also likely that
Cummings, sophomore, will be back at
center.

Clemson won in Atlanta Saturday.
While those stellar Tigers
representing the
college
against
Tech did not pile up the highest
score, their clean play and indomitable courage, colorful appearance,
and spectacular performance clearly
outshone on Grant Field.
Clemson won its way into the
hearts of thousands of Atlantans
. . . big hearted, sport-loving Atlanta.
Since the Atlanta ipapers have carried, detailed accounts of that thrilling struggle, let's turn to another
feature that played eo important
a part in winning Atlanta.
The
Cadet Corps, or half of it rather,
detrained at the Terminal Station
at 10:45. Led by city representatives with Dr. Sikes and Dr. Daniel,
and cars of old Atlanta Clemson
graduates,
the uniformed
Tigers
stormed up Whitehall and Peachtree
streets, to the accompaniment of
spirited airs of the large Clemson
band, parading in front of the longline of cadet marchers. That intrigued Atlantans who soon decided
that something was in the air and
that Clemson was playing no mean
part In making it so.
Old grads were seen along the
line of march. They were being
stirred to the depths, thrilled with
the old Tiger spirit.
And between halves: One could

Dr. R. H. Fike, class '08, head
of the Steiner Clinic in Atlanta
made the address of welcome. Dr.
D. W. Daniel responded; then shout
talks were made by three old, grads
of Atlanta who had visited the college recently on an "inspection"
trip. J. E. M. Mitchell, class '12
told of the many fine changes that
had taken place.
A. G. Stanfort,
class '14, also spoke of the many
changes for the better and of the
fine attitude found existing among
the college officials. W. E. Bowers,
'13, said he found that the improvement in the athletic department impressed him greatly.
Particularly
interested was he in the new rat
squad and of the free rein given the
head coach in all athletic affairs.
Jess Neely, whom most of those
present had never seen, immediately
captured the good will of the party.
After a short talk, he introduced
each individual member of the football squad. After Mr. Neely spoke
he and the team returned to the
hotel.

CADET CORPS ATTENDS
TECH GAJMEJNMASSE

Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of
Clemson, told the grads of the work
of the college, stating frankly that
there was not as much
military
discipline as there used to he but
declared there was just as effective
discipline. He left no doubt in the
minds of grads that Clemson was
making excellent progress and that
the spirit of cooperation on the
campus is greater than it has ever
been. The word "honeyfunk," declared Dr. Sikes, "is not known to
the 1300 boys attending Clemson."

Saturday

J. H. Woodward, secretary of the
Clemson Alumni Association,
and
father of the fleet-footed Clemson
hackfield star, impressed the old
grads greatly.
"New life,"
said
Mr. Woodward, " has been put into
the alumni body. Organizations of
old graduates have been formed, in
many cities. Old Clemson men prominent in every walk of life are
rallying to the Gold and Purple as
never before." He paid high tribute to Dr. Sikes and Coach Neely,
vouching for a complete understanding on all sides.
Chattanooga, Greenville, Spartanburg, Anderson, and West
Palm
Beach were cities represented at
the meeting; J. A. Monk Dew and
Mrs. Dew having come all the way
up from Florida for the game. Monk
has a boy in college this year.
Milton D. Berry, '13, president of
the Atlanta Club presided during the
dinner. Another 1913 man, W. E.
Bowers, is secretary.

800

Tiger

Supporters

(Continued on page six)

Ride

Special Train to Atlanta

It was dawn on Saturday, Oct.
1 when a lively and enthusiastic
Cadet Corps boarded their
own
special train at Calhoun, bound for
Atlanta and. the Georgia Tech game.
Incidentally, speaking of
football
games, it is unanimously agreed
that a more colorful and thrilling
game has seldom been seen in these
parts.
It was about ten o'clock when
approximately 800 cheering cadets
and Clemson supporters
alighted
from the special at Terminal Station. There the men were quickly
whipped into formation land began an
informal parade up Peachtree Street
to Five Points. Just off Peachtree
Street a large pep meeting was held
The cadets were here officially welcomed to Atlanta, and also, unofficially, "given" the key to the
city. At the conclusion of the pep
meeting the cadets were left to
their own devices and amusements.
With a football
game,
several
dances, and the various opportunities offered for amusement in Atlanta, there was not a moment to
spare, other than
for fun
and
pleasure.
With meals, almost on a par
■with regular Pullman fare, served
on hoth the trip down and return
by Captain Harcombe and his staff,
and a very modest tariff on the railroad, the trip was accomplished for
an almost negligible sum.
The majority of the Corps re(Continued on page five)
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DEPRESSION COLLEGE
STARTED IN VIRGINIA
Block May be Made in Fishing and Hunting
Washington—(IP)—-Announcement was made here last week
: that early in October a "depression university" will be opened not
far from here in
the hills
of
Virginia—a university at which the
faculty will teach for its board
■ and room only.
The university, it was said, plans
to have about 100 students, who
j will pay a fee of $250 each, covering all expenses for the year.
There will be no football team
at Depression University, but anyone wishing to win" his "D" can
do so in fishing.
Hunting, too, may he a major
sport, with the idea that after a
hard day on the athletic field, the
students can bring home their dinners.
The University is to be the result of a plan evolved by Dr. A.
C. C. Hill, Jr., professor of economics at Springfield College. Those
making preparations for the opening of the school say that it will
involve no revolutionary teachings,
nor will it be unduly conservative.
The main idea, it seems, will be
to make use of some unemployed
faculty members who might other, wise be wasted.

Georgia Tech Defeats
Clemson Tigers 32-14
VANDY'S COMMODORES
WORKOUUTJLEMSON
Josh Cody, Former Tiger Mentor Pauses on Way to

Miller and Woodward Among
Galaxy of Stars at Grant
Field

15000 SPECTATORS

After being ceaselessly buffeted
and pounded for three quarters by
Georgia Tech's Golden Tornado, the
On Thursday of last week, Clem- Yellow Peril of Clemson last Saturson was host to the Vanderbilt foot- day brought a madly cheering openball team which was enroute
to ing day crowd of 15000 to its feet
Chapel Hill, N. C. Saturday. Ac- in sheer excitement over one of the
companying the team were
Josh most thrilling fourth periods specCody, former head-coach at Clem- tacles of football ever witnessed on
son and Colonel Dan McGugin, head Grant Gield when Henry Wodward,
coach at Vanderbilt, and a friend given the impetus by passes from
Captain Bob Miller, twice within
of Coach Jess Neely.
three
minutes crossed the goal line
The visitors arrived at noon and
of
the
startled home team.
went through a light workout on
Although
not enough to overcome
Riggs' field in order to take the
kinks out of travel-worn muscles. the three touchdown lead of the
They were treated to a bounteous Jackets, Clemson's inspired moment
meal and a rousing reception in made it clear to the Engineers that
the mess-hall at the supper hour. the game could not be considered
Coach McGugin made a short but theirs for a second until the final
impressive talk in which he said, whistle had blown and the score
"a team with support like the Tig- board gave them the long end of
ers are being given will play bet- a 32 to 14 count.
Old timers of Grant Field conter football than they are normally
tests declared that seldom
have
capable of playing."
they seen such pluck and spirit in
a team which to all appearances
was hopelessly outdistanced. Not
for a single moment did the Tigers
let lag the furious tempo of action
that seemed to he eating their very
hearts out.
Newboys Show Plenty of
Jap Hart's pass to Sid Williams,
Speed and Power—
who ran 16 yards, brought Tech
her fourth touchdown early in the
Great Prospects
fourth -period, running up the score
Opening their 1932 season with a to 26 to 0 as David bucked over
smashing victory over Erskine year- center for the extra point. In six
lings, the Cubs gave a demonstration more plays Tech had again driven
Fresh
of power and speed that matched in to Clemson's 24-yard line.
every way their pre season reputation. reserves had just gone in, and the
Heralded as the heaviest and best rat Tigers were being slowly but surely
squad to be seen in Tigertown in pushed back. A pass from Hart
recent years, the Cubs marched thru flew over the goal line and was
and around a lighter but stubborn grounded for a touchback. It was
Clemson's ball on the 20-yard line.
opponent for six touchdowns.
Captain Miller, playing decidedly
The running of Slick
McCown,
Hinson, and Mosely featured the at- the best hall of his career at Clemtack of the young Tigers. McCowan son, elected to pass. He stepped
showed his versitility by mixing terri- •back and let fly a perfectly timed
fic line drives and long broken field pass for 25 yards into the outruns together in a dazzling fashion. stretched arms of Henry Wodward
Hinson stepped out with some high who pulled the ball in midway beand powerful stepping through the /tween the 50 and 60-yard markers.
tackles and around the ends. Mosely Henry was now in full flight toward
was always a threat because of his the goal with four Yellow Jackets
speed and elusivness; on one occasion in hot pursuit. Three attempted to
he slipped away for a thirty-five yard close in from the right, but the
flying sophomore cut across to the
jaunt on a reverse.
Whitesides, a light and speedy back, sideline, leaving only Shorty Robwas the whole show in the Erskine erts, 134-pound Tech back, the posbackfield. Time after time he slipped sibility of halting his flight. But
around ends for gains—he scored Woodward had set his eye on the
south goal post 55 yards away and
Erskine's lone marker.
Using Tech plays the first string he seemed to gain speed with every
In a futile
gesture of
rat team scored about three minutes bound.
after the starting whistle. Shore ran hope, Roberts flung himself at the
the opening kick back to the midfield fleeing heels, in front of him while
stripe, and from there McCown and Woodward shot over the last stripe
Mosely drove it across.
McCown for Clemson's first score of the day.
bucked it across for the first of his Miller dropkicked the extra point
three touchdowns. This was all of
At last Clemon had scored. The
the scoring for the first half.
thing for which cadets and supportShortly after the beginning of the ers had waited long had finally hapThe entire
East
stands
second half Troutman,
big tackle, pened.
(Continued on page six)
(Continued on page six)
Chapel Hill

TIGER CUBS DEFEAT
ERSKIERAJS 38 TO 6
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SNOOPS AND WHOOPS SABRE CLUB TAKES
FOUR NEW MEMBERS

DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE—
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EDITORIAL
THE CORPS IS GENTLEMANLY
ELSEWHERE in this issue is much about the Tiger team,
the Tiger spirit, and the Tiger manners. Most of this material was written by outsiders not connected with The Tiger
staff or with Clemson. It is indeed highly laudatory to the
Corps that so much interest has been awakened in Clemson
after a game in which we came out on the small end of the
score.
IT IS INDEED inspiring to be backed so royally by the
Military Department as Colonel West and his staff have backed the team and the Corps. There is another man on the
campus who has been very instrumental in helping rebuild the
spirit at Clemson; Cadet Colonel E. L. Morris is to be congratulated on his efforts toward bringing out much of the latent
spirit which Clemson has always had but which has been
rather dormant for the past several years.

THE Y. M. C. A.
THE Young Men's Christian Association has long been
an extremely important factor in the social and religious life
of the Clemson cadets. Mr. Holtzendorff and his staff are to
be congratulated on the many improvements which they have
added this year to the usual Y curriculum.
THE VARIOUS company sports and the swimming and
tennis tournaments which the Y is sponsoring are being greatly enjoyed by the participants. The tennis courts which
the Y is having repaired and kept up are indeed a blessing
to those who like the game and would have perforce had
to abandon it due to the lack of facilities.
CLEMSON like every other institution is suffering from
decreased finances and many things including most of the
minor sports have had to be discontinued.
BUT THE Y. M C. A., a self supporting organization, saw
the need and as usual came through with the solution. What
more can be said than we appreciate sincerely all the nice
things the Association has done for us? We wish them a successful year in their every undertaking.

The student body at Alabama rate
live football holidays when they are
following the Crimson Tide on their
week end jaunts.
Five week ends
ought to be enough to put a dent in
any man's pocket-book during these
here days.

After perusing the accomplishments
of the various grid machines of the
Palmetto State it looks like the football depression in South Carolina is
over.
After smoke has cleared from
the Fair grounds there'll be a pile
of feathers and the rest of the earthly remains of a once hefty capon.

Dr. Pressey of the Ohio State
University psychology department tells
us that all students who flunk out at
college are neither dumb nor lazy, but
might only have needed a tooth pulled.
Molar mulishness in other words.

A few statistics that should spur
the collegiate intelligentsia on to greater achievements:
Out of each 1,000,000 persons without schooling only 6 attain distinction.
Out of each 1,000,000 with elementary schooling, 24 attain distinction.
Out of each 1,000,000 with high
school education, 622 attain distinction.
Out of each 1,000,000 with college
education, 5,768 attain distinction.

Clemson Co-ed—"I don't see how
,the football players ever get clean".
Smart Soph—"Silly, what do you
suppose the scrub teams are for?"

--"Bulldog"
Ballentine
offering
greetings to the G. W. C. girls on
tne steps of that institution this
past Sunday? What a "greeter" ne
turned out to be
Captain Kron introducing Captain
Hoy to the "nickle game" at Martin's and explaining all the fundamentals of how to lose the nickle?
Captain Hoy did. not prove such an
apt pupil. He finally wound up with
the low score for the week Later
Captain Kron stated that a slight
fault had been made in computing
the hack azimuth.
Tough, Captain
Hoy
"Red" Fordham at the P- C. game
Friday speaking to his many friends.
It was good to have "Red" back
again even if it was a short visit.
—Major Wray worried
over his
women at Annisron. It seems that
this young man
got
his wives
crossed.
—You had "better dodge "Little Caesar'' Beechum, he's hack
Bill Lippincott (????)
"Sunny" Loury and "Slick" Elliot
at a tea dance at the Columbia
Hotel after the Sewanee Tigers almost beat the Carolina Gamecocks.
What a world needs is more powi
erful men like those two cadets.
C. F. Earnhart
practicing
his
speech for Prof. Bradley. "Ladies
and Gentlemen"—he was back of the
laundry speaking at the top of his
voice. We regret to say, however,
he had no pebbles in his mouth.
Doc. McCollum holding a check?
Don't hold your breath Doc.
Sill Bowles at the Ottaray Hotel
Saturday night?
Looks
like the
"Gopher" Club is being re-organized.
Was his face red!
Sgt. Naramor saluting a freshman?
We didn't either.

Stage Definitions
Acts—Instrument
for
cutting
wood.
Ballet—'Slip of paper used for
voting.
Call-boys—Warn ships at sea by
ringing hells.
Cast—Made of plaster to support broken arms.
Chorus—A plot of land, as a
golf chorus.
Comedian—To ask some one to
enter.
,
Dance—Thick, stupid.
Heroine—Dangerous bialbit-forming drug.
Ingenue—A French empress who
wore dippy hats.
Scene—Nets used to catch fish.
—Washington Dial.
Did you hear about the Freshman
who went after the ice-cream?

We had the pelasure of seeing our
new Commandant, prior to his arrival at Clemson at a dance at Folly
Beach. What a dance!
If Gene Adams only knew that a
straight line is the shortest distance
between two points he would blaze
a trail to Greenville.
What a gas
billAtlanta is looking for a big thrill.
The Journal said that the city was
expecting 2000 cadets and. a crack
battalion from Clemson- That must
be the lost battalion. It's been missing for some time—maybe it will
turn up in Atlanta.
Just wait 'till you see Claude H.
(Knot-Head) Neuffer anxiously waiting in line for his R. O T. C. pay
check.
What a blow.
But what's
a few dollars between friends?
The Sewanee-Carolina game was
pretty slow in parts, in our estimaDANCE RESTRICTIONS AT P. C.
tion, but "Pie Pan Major" Moise
did his share to keep the crowd
Clinton, S. C.— (IP)—The 225
students of Preshyterian
College amused. He mushed up and down
the side lines in his new boots—and
here, who left the campus in June
did the crowd roar?
rejoicing in the decision of the
board of trustees of the institution
lifting the ban on dancing on the FAKIR SELLS WEST
campus, are eagerly awaiting the
POINT SCHOLARSHIPS
hoard's reaction to the recommendation of the Presbyterian synod
Mauch Chunk, Pa.— (IP)—Two
of South Carolina that the restric- men from New York City were
tion be again placed on the stu- arrested here this month and acdents.
cused of selling fake scholarships
The synod, had before it, as well, to West Point, the United. States
a resolution to prohibit the stu- Military Academy.
dents from dancing anywhere and
According to officials wh made
to make it a sin for members of the arrest the two had posed as
the church in the state to dance, agents of the War Department and
hut this resolution was defeated.
had secured "fees" from wealthy

The historic U. S. S. Constitution,
as well known as "Old Ironsides,"
now in harbor at Washington, D.
C, has a postoffice hidden away in
it, where those who wish may mail
letters which will be stamped "U.
S. S. Constitution—Washington, D.
C." and an unofficial catchet picturing the frigate sailing closehauled
with sails set. More than 500,000
letters have been mailed in this post
office since the first stamp was cancelled in it September 10, 1931.

citizens who wished to send their
sons to West Point.
One citizen, whose name was
not revealed, was said to have
given the men ?5,000, and another
$500.
Hypocrisy is the homage vice pays
to virtue.—La Rochefaucauld.
If appearances are deceitful, then
they do not deserve any confidence
when they assert what appears to
them to be true.—Dogenes Laertius.

Williams, Moore, Bowen, and
Chastain Initiated
The Sabre Club, the honorary Military fraternity of Clemson College,
has been revived and is taking in four
new men.
The present "fish", as the
candidates are called, are cadet captains, W. R. Williams, E. C. Moore,
T. O. Bowen, and Regimental Adjutant, P. G. Chastain.
The unique uniform worn by the
"fish" consists of a blade suspended
from a belt and a tin plate attached
to each shoulder strap.
The candidates attract much attention as they
perform various antics to please the
fickle minds of the old members.
The Sabre Club is a fraternal organization consisting of the
higher
ranking cadet officers of the senior
class. Ths year much enthusiasm has
been manifested and the club bids
fair to be as usual, one of the livest
organizations on the campus.
The club consists of the following
officers: E. L. Morris, captain; O. B.
Garrison, 1st. lieutenant; B. C. Martin, 2nd lieutenant; J. B. Wray, 1st
sergeant.
The illusion that times that were
are better than those that are has
probably pervaded all ages.—Horace
Greeley.

After College
WHAT?

Architecture ?
Kenneth Reid, managing editor
of the architectural publication,
"Pencil Points," writes: "The successful architect needs not only
an instinctive feeling for design
and a technical skill in construction, but also a complete cultural
background. Architecture requires long training, intensive
concentration, a keen mind."
IN ARCHITECTURE, certainly,
brains rate 100 per cent. "... intensive concentration, a keen mind."
That's why in this business, as in
college, a pipe is the favorite smoke.
Get out your pipe now, light up, and
through the curling blue puffs of
Edgeworth,* let your mind drift down
the road to thoseyears after graduation.
If you're not already an Edgeworth
smoker, there's new smoking satisfaction waiting for you. Edgeworth's
blend of fine old burleys is distinctive,
different. You'll know—after the first
puff. Want to try it before you buy?
Write for free sample packet. Larus 8C
Bro.Co., 105 S.22dSt.,Richmond,Va.
* A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Buy Edgeworth
anywhere in two
forms—Edgeworth
Ready-Rubbed
and Edgeworth
Plug Slice. All
sizes — 15^ pocket
package to pound
humidor tin. Some
sizes in vacuum
sealed tins.

,
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Y.M.y.NEWS
FRESHMAN COUNCIL
The new system of holding meetings of the Freshman Council was
inaugurated last week.
In
past
years, one central council was organized from a list of promising
freshmen turned in by older members of the Y. M. C. A. This method was a success but was only
able to touch a few boys.
This
year, a council is organized on each
hall. Membership is
open to all
who wish to attend. This group
is under the supervision of a member of one of the upper-councils.
The meetings will never last over
30 minutes, and thus will not interfere with studying. Although the
hour of the meeting may vary with
different companies, usually it will
ibe either immediately before or
after long roll.
Interesting programs are planned, and from time
to time, outside
speakers
will
be brought
in.
These
speakers will come from the faculty
and other campus people as well
as visitors It is to the advantage
of every freshman to line up with
the group on his company as a
fine opportunity to develop leadership is offered.
The upper-classmen meeting with the groups will
act largely as advisors and the
actual execution of the program
will he in the hands of the freshmen.
JUNIOR COUNCIL,

NEWS^HORTS
Sir Ronald Ross, whose dicsovery
that the anopheles mosquito carries
the malaria parasite was responsible
for controlling one of the world's
most terrible scourges, died last
week in London.
As a further step in the reorganization of the conservatory of music
at Rollins College, members of the
conservatory faculty have been appointed to titles of academic rank
for the first time in the history of
the department.
Of the 1932 graduating class of
60 at Western Reserve University
Law'School last June, 52 passed the
Ohio bar examination later in the
summer. The two who received the
highest grades in the bar examination were the two highest honor
students at Reserve last year.
Jerane Storrs Ibershoff,
Smith
College Student, was killed by a
tramp last month while walking alone in the Swiss Alps, where she
had spent the summer with a younger sister.

yell was tried out and found very
successful.
Thursday night Captain Harcombe
helped the cause by giving one of
his special "feeds" in the mess hall.
The Vanderbilt team
with Josh
Cody and
Dan McGugin
were
Clemson's guests that night, and
Josh and. Dan both gave inspiring
talks to the Corps.
Short
pep
speeches were also given by Coach
Neely, Captain Miller, J. C. Littlejohn, Jake Woodward, Colonel West,
George Spear, and Captain Harcom'be. Following the speeches the
whole Corps entered into a pep
meeting which ended in a contest
to see who could make the most
noise.
Following supper Friday
night there was another pep meeting in the mess hall which was as
lively and loud as any ever before
held there.
The great business of life is to be,
to do, to do without and' to depart.
—John Morley.
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For Quick and Accurate ReSerence
on all facts concerning w»i*ds, persons,
places, you are in daily need oS

Webster's
Collegiate
The Best Abridged Dictionary because it IS
based upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL^The "Supreme Authority."
Here is a companion for your hours of
reading and study that will prove its
real value every time you consult it for
the wealth of ready information that
is instantly yours.
106,000 words and phrases with definitions, etymologies, pronunciations, and use in its 1,268 pages. 1,700
illustrations. Includes dictionaries of biography
and geography; rules of punctuation; use of capitals,
abbreviations, etc.; a dictionary of foreign phrases; and other
helpful special features.
See it at your College Bookstore or Write for Information to the Publishers. Free specimen pages if you
name this paper.

G.6cC.MERRIAM<
Springfield, Mass.

Julius A. Oettinger, a stamp col! lector, has discovered, after some
research, that there are 2 8 villages
and, cities in the United States named Washington. Six of these join
in .claiming, the honor of being the
first so named. Washington, Va.,
he says, really is the first. Most of
them are very small in population.
Washington, D. C. is the largest and
the smallest is Washington, W. Va.
with a population of 35. More than
450 counties, rivers, lakes, mountains and forts are named after the
first president, the only state in the
Union not having a geographical ofo
ject so named being Wyoming.

The Junior Y. M. C. A. Council
held its regular meeting in the
boy's club room of the Y Tuesday
evening. A large crowd was in attendance and the meeting was presided over by the president, Wade
Perry.
After the devotional and
routine 'business, Mr. Aull gave an
interesting talk on his plans for the
A change in the curriculum of the
next year's work.
Tuesday evening was set for the regular meet- United States Naval Academy has
ing. The assembly was dismissed ■been made to allow the inclusion of
more cultural suhjects It was found
with a word of prayer.
that the curriculum was too technical.
Visitors to the world's fair at
1ST. BATTALION WINS Chicago
next year will be able to
have their photographs taken in the
SWIMMINGJEET AT Y dark. The fair is to set up a booth
and use the newly discovered ability

Initial Regimental Water Show of the infra-red rays to make objects visible in the dark to a photoArouses Great Deal of
graphic film.
Enthusiasm
The finals in the
Regimental
swimming meet were held Tuesday
aftenoon, September 27, in the Y.
M. C. A. pool. The 1st Battalion
took the meet with 3 2 points; the
2nd Battalion was runner-up with
17 markers; and the 3rd Battalion
swimmers were third with 12 counters
The
100 yard free style swim
was the most interesting event of
the day. Nishet of the 1st Battalion, took the lead at the whistle
and held it through the middle of
the last lap when Allison who
championed the 3rd Battalion uncorked a sprint which gave him
first place with a few inches to
spare.
These same two men were in
the 220 yard free style race also
but Allison lagged a bit too much
and his final sprint was unsuccessful.
Nisbet took first in this
The other races were all close
but lacked the interest of the above
two. Van de Erve led the scoring
with 10 points; Basha, Allison, and
Nisbet tied for second with 8 points
each, and Thackston was fifth with
7 to his credit.
Results:
100 yard free style, Allison, first;
Nisbet, second; Thackston, third.
220 yard free style, Nisbet, first;
Allison, second.
GO yard breast stroke,
Basha,
(first; Williams, second; Talley, third
40 yard hack stroke, Van de
Ere, first; Basha, second; Thackston, third
Fancy diving, Thackston, first;
Allan, second; Fletcher, third.
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At Mesa, Ariz., last week Zedo
ilshikawa, halfback on the
M'esa
High School team, was killed when
he used the butt of his gun in an
attempt to break up a dog fight,
and one of the dogs clawed the
trigger, shooting him in the chest.

PEP MEETING SERIES
HELDON CAMPUS
Chapel and Mess Hall Scenes
of Spirited Demonstrations

you could
ask for!

With the spirit of the Corps high
as a result of the excellent showing
made by the football team in the
P. C. game, and with a determination to show Atlanta what real
Clemson spirit is, a series of pep
meetings was conducted
in the
chapel and in the mess hall last j
week.
The pep meetings Tuesday and j
Wednesday nights showed a spirit
better than the Corps has seen in
several years.
At the Wednesday
night meeting the Jungaleers helped entertain with several of their
new selections, and received much
applause and many cheers for their
rendition of "Tiger Rag."
Red
Moore and, Russ Wait performed on
banjo and guitar, and also accompanied Jew Forb in his tap dance
exhibition. At this meeting a new
Relay race, 1st Battalion first,
(Allison, Van de Erve, Fletcher,
Basha); 3rd Battalion, second.

T:

HERE'S romance in a Chesterfield—
the romance of fine tohaccos from all
over the world. The search begins in faroff Turkey where Chesterfield buyers visit
every important tobacco-growing section...
and continues throughout our own Southland where buyers inspect every crop. Year
in and year out Chesterfield gives to its
smokers the "pick" of all these fields.

© 1932,

LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.
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"Furthermore, the people of the

Alpha Zeta
The South Carolina Chapter of the
Alpha Zeta met at the Dairy building at 7:30 on Thursday night, September 27. The object of the meetvegetables grown in that section. ing was for the discussion of the
Many of them are unemployed and qualifications for membership in the
will never be needed in industry chapter. All members were present.
again. They should go back to the
country to stay.
"Those who are needed in inPalmetto Literary Society
dutsry face the danger of a "shut
The Palmetto
Literary
Society
down" or a "strike." Both these held it's regular meeting
Thursday
spell starvation and suffering. These night with a quarter hundred men
things need not happen when they present.
A very interesting and eduhave a few acres where their liv- cational program was given by the
ing is assured.
Ownership of a members of the society. G. B. Dorn
plot of land gives one a stake in gave some interesting sidelights on
the government.
current events.
N. B. Glenn made
"More than one mill manage- an address on mob psychology and
ment is ceasing to build houses for the development of self-will. T. H.
employees, and they do not report Tiller gave a number of good jokes.
any shortage of labor. Adjustments The freshmen present were required
must come.
Let us have vision to make a campaign speech for the
enough to see that changed condi- office of sergeant-at-arms.
T. H.
tions call for changed methods."
Tiller was elected to serve in this
position,

Carolinas have an agricultural backECHOES OF ATLANTA DR. E. W, SIKES WRITES ground.
Most of the industrial
By W. E. Bowers, Atlanta
workers were reared on a farm
MAGAZINE ARTICLE and. are familiar with crops and
The Clemson-Tech clash on Grant
Field last Saturday was perhaps the
cleanest ever staged in Atlanta. Not
a single time-out was taken for injuries, not a penalty for roughness.
Yet the game was hotly contested
all the way. Comments by Atlanta
papers and individuals are particularly interesting:
"There may have been livelier
football games at the Old Tech
Flats or later Grant Field, but when
they were played this correspondent
was somewhere else."—O. B Keeler
In Atlanta Journal.
"I'd
have come farther than
West Palm Beach to see such Clemson scoring passes."—J. A. Dew,
Clemson '11.
"I felt great admiration for the
spirit the Clemson team showed.
Their work in the fourth quarter
showed a fighting spirit that many
teams would not have displayed under the circumstances and the speed
with which thejy scoffed those two
touchdowns proved that tehy were
a very well-coached team."—Coach
Alexander of Tech.
"It was a great and
colorful
opening day. The famous Clemson
spirit was never more
forcefully
demonstrated.
The platooon gave
an exhibition that even "West Point
men would envy . . . game was one
of the cleanest ever played . . the
spirit was fine between the rivals . .
football at its noblest and best . . .
we hope the Clemson Tigers will
come again. They are gallant foes.''
Morgan Blake
in The
Atlanta
Journal.
"I offer my
Woodward of
est series of
Grant Field
months.,,—Ed
Journal.

Clemson

President

Proposes

that Mill Workers Live
on Farms
An industrial agricultural system
for the Carolinas
in which the
crowded industrial centers will be
broken up and persons working in
textile plants will live on farms
which are made to produce the living while the mill brings the cash,
is suggested as the present economic
need of the states by Dr. E. W.
Sikes in an article appearing in
the Carolinas magazine for September.
He recommends that the farm
produce primarily for home consumption and not for the market,
and in this way guarantee a living independent of the operation of
the mill.
Since farming is a seasonal occupation, and the mills are rapidly
becoming seasonal through mechanization, Dr. Sikes states that both
agricultural
and
manufacturing
could be "staggered'' one with the
other, allowing the summer for the
tending of crops and the winter for
the tending of machines.
"The
good roads with cheap transportation make it possible for the employees to live many miles from
the mills, and yet be within a few
minutes of the place of employment.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
Iota Lambda Sigma
The first meeting of the Iota
Lambda
'Sigma was called
on
Thursday night,
September
27,
primarily for the purpose of changing the meeting place. The club
room of the machine shop will
ibe the home of the Iota Lambda
Sigma during this year. The meeting was attended by most of the
members.
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Calhoun Literary Society
The Calhoun Literary Society held
it's regular meeting Tuesday night
"September 27, at 8 o'clock, primarily
for the purpose of electing officers
for the first term.
After a short
talk by G. V. Whetstone, first term
president, the following officers were
elected: J. C. Lynn, vice-president; W.
B. Perry, recording secretary; M. B.
Self, corresponding secretary; H. Q.
Boggs, first critic; W. R. Carter, second critic; L. B. Coleman, treasurer;
C. P. Cowherd, chaplin.
A large
number of men were present, many
Sabre Club Initiates 'New Members
of whom joined the society.

Eddie Morris—Do you know what
I did after I left you yesterday?
She—No, what?
Eddie—I went home and washed
all the woodwork.
She—Did. you have a shampoo,
too?

aaasiaiBiHiHasaai^

COLLEGE MEN WELCOME AT
SODA

f

CIGARS

JOE SLOAN'S
RICK RACKS

CANDY

MEET YODR FRIENDS HERE

praise to Miller and
Clemson for the finforward-pass thrills
has seen in
many
Miles
in
Atlanta

"A crack drill platoon from Clemson was very, very, neat . . and were
the boys good!
There'll be a lot
of boys going to Clemson next year
. . . best feature Grant Field has
seen in years, perhaps the best
ever."—Ralph McGill
in Atlanta
Constitution.
"We're satisfied . . . Clemson
team showed excellent spirit . . .
lack of satisfactory reserves early
began to tell. Tech has lots of power and fine reserve strength, and
will prove hard to handle by any
Southern Conference Team."—M. D.
Berry, President of Atlanta Clemson
Club.
"We want the smartly-uniformed,
gentlemanly Clemson cadets to come
to Atlanta again. We like them."
■—Polly Peachtree.
- "Clemson students left a picture
at Grant Field that some 15,000
football fans will remember for a
long time . . . Those 741 cadets
who made the trip here for the
game were one of the most orderly
and loudest-cheering sections that
ever visited Grant Field . . .Clemson College will go a long time before it impresses an audience with
such an exhibition as
Col.
Ed
Morris and his senior platoon gave
■during the half ... it seemed
they
were
mechanical
soldiers
operated by radio."—Tobe Edwards
in Atlanta Georgian.
Proof that Atlanta
responded
well to Clemson's return to that
city with renewed football relations with Tech was seen in the
large crowd that attended the Clemson Tech game. Two weeks ago
many in Atlanta predicted that
only a handful possibly
would
turn out, not more than 3,000 or
4,000 at the outside. The parade
of the Clemson Corps and the engaging Tiger spirit sent rumbling
early Saturday morning
through
Atlanta appealed to the sport-loving city, home of Bobby Jones.
Clemson drew 15,000 souls . . .
doubtless a record for an opening
football game on Grant field.

Pointing the way to the

advertised brand
Many a "sale" made by advertising has gone
to a competitor because the purchaser did not
know where to buy the advertised brand. Telephone men evolved a plan to make it easy to find.
They created a "Where to Buy It" service in
the classified telephone directory. There—beneath
the advertised trade marks —Buick, Goodrich,
RCA Victor, General Electric and many others
now list authorized local dealers. Thus telephone
men complete the chain between advertiser and
consumer —increase the effectiveness of advertising — help manufacturers and dealers to increase
sales — help consumers to get what they want!
Because they apply vision to subscribers' problems, Bell System men continually increase the
value of telephone service.

BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES

Try an

"energy lunch

a

ENJOY a bowl of crisp Kellogg's Corn Flakes for lunch.
Serve with milk or cream and add some sliced bananas.
Good? You bet it is! And good for you. Those delicious flakes furnish rich energy. Easy to digest. Refreshing. The kind of food that helps you feel fit and
keep fit. How much better in the middle of the day than,
hot, heavy dishes!

Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.
•

•

•

The most popular cereals served in the dining-rooms of American
colleges, eating clubs and fraternities are made by Kellogg in
Battle Creek. They include ALL-BRAN, PEP Bran Flakes, Rice
Krispies, Wheat Krumbles, and Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT Biscuit.
Also Kaffee Hag Coffee — real coffee that lets
you sleep.

1600*
CORN FLAKES

*2^
F
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N. C. STATE SATURDAY
THROUGH
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noblest and best. Yes, sir, we hope
the Tigers come again. They are
gallant foes."
BOB MILLER AT HIS BEST
Before we dismiss the Tech game
for good we must mention some
of the individual performances of
the Bengal outfit.

SPORTS

became one of the feared teams of
the conference.
Although little advance dope is
available, it is known that the State
boys have a powerful machine, having already defeated Appalachian
39 to 0 and Richmond 9 to 0.
Regardless of that, the State outfit goes into our column of losses
for Saturday, October 8.
On the same day, the Tiger Cubs
entertain the Bull Fups of Georgia
on the home field. Last year the
Pups handed the Cubs a 33 to 0
whitewash on the formers' field.
But this year, the little Bengals
are laying an ambush for their foes
from the south. With Clyde Pennington, a long, lanky back, in the
lineup after a short sickness, and
with the dynamic Slick McCown fir-

ing away at the enemy strongholds,
the Cubs will be doped to win. A
game with all the thrills of a varsity contest can be expected when
the Rats match wiles on Riggs Field
Saturday afternoon.

CORPS VISITS ATLANTA
Filling the position of captain
and quarterback, Bob Miller piloted
(Continued from page one)
his team with an unfaltering inspiration that lifted him out of the
mained in Atlanta until the last
ordinary. Boh did everything but
special left
at
12:30
Saturday
trot out the water bucket and tote
night. It was a tired and. weary,
the chain. He passed
uncannily
but still happy, crowd that crawland clearly maintained the upper
ed from the train at 5:30 A. M.
hand in the punting duel of the
Sunday mornin.g
After
a slow
first period, while his two
drop
trek to barracks, they fell into bed
kicks for extra points were no less
with the bugle for breakfast annoyaccurate than when Bob's toe work
ingly ringing in their ears.
first became famous by winning a
3 to 0 victory over the Carolina
Biddies in '29. And last, but far yaassaHHigiigpia^^
l
from least, Bob backed up the line 1
like a battalion of Hessian troops.
As one sports writer remarked, he
AT
appeared to make more
tackles
than the rest of the team combined.
Henry Woodward,
the
blond
sophomore back who is responsible
for both Clemson touchdowns, played an all-round sound game. His
tackling was ferocious, and his offensive work in handling the two
touchdown passes
from
Captain
"Friendly to the Feet"
46% better this
Miller was nothing short of perfection.
fall than ever before.
Your money's worth
In the line Patterson, Heineman,
at FIVE DOLLARS
Kirkconnell, Werts, Lewis, Craig,
Davis, and Dozier ttore the brunt
of the Tornado's fury. Boone Proctor, stalwart guard, was out with
Are good and nifty at THREE FIFTY
an injury to his leg from the P.
C. game.
VARSITY AND FRESHMEN BUSY
Most styles EIGHT DOLLARS
This week the varsity travels across country to Raleigh to tussle
"For the Man who Cares"
with the N. C. Wolfpack on Saturday.
It will be remernbered that last
year the Peril claimed the Pack as
FOR THE BEST SHOES
its only victim, and that by a margin of a lone touchdown.
Later
in the season, however, the Tarheels took on renewed vigor and jjaagraiBagETO^

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN snorting,
good
football.
They
were simply overpowered, not overWell, folks, the long-looked for come, by the Tech outfit.
They
and highly anticipated ole 1932 struggled right on, even while befootball season is definitely under- ing pushed bodily down the field
way, and countless ranks of .raccoon and never slacked up their stub•coaters are again singing "Happy born resistance.
And when their
Days Are Here Again."
chance came, they sprang upon the
And when we say that football foe with all the ferocity and sureis under way at Clemson, we mean footedness of a wounded, cat of
that it is going places. The Ben- the Jungle.
gals slipped
into high
against WHAT ATLANTA THOUGHT
Presbyterian's Blue Hose a couple
OF THE BENGALS
•of weeks ago in spite of the torrid
But let us tell it to you in the
"humidity and the lack of precision words of Mr. Morgan Blake, sports
in an opening day scrap.
scribe of the Atlanta Journal:
And it's just too bad that every
"The first quarter was scoreless.
one of you couldn't have been on In the second period Tech's first
Grant Field last Saturday.
The touchdown came
through
hard
Tigers certainly made a day of it. pounding to Olemson's 6-yard line,
In the dewy hours of the dawn where the Jackets' efforts
were
about 750 cadets quick-timed it ably assisted by a 5-yard penalty
over to Calhoun and grabbed a to the 1-yard line, from which
rattler for the Georgia capital— point Brother Cherry bucked it
and was everybody happy!
The over
Later, on a 14-yard pass
metropolis of the
realm
of the from McArthur to Sid. Williams,
.peaches isn't so very far from the Tech again planted the ball
on
Jungle of the Blue Ridge, but the Clemson's 1-yard mark and McTigers showed 'em a thing or two Arthur carried it across.
-they'd either forgotten or never
''Clemson's offense had been enknew.
tirely negligible up to this point
TIGERS REJUVENATED
and had never threatened to score.
But don't get the wrong impres- Tech's reserves were
apparently
sion. We heard all about how the able to cope with the situation.
Tech game ended ay, and started And then as suddenly and as suroff, and everything a'bout it for prising as a bolt of lightning from
that matter.
We also heard all the blue—or rather a couple of
about how the Tornado trampled bolts of lightning—the Tigers came
roughshod over Clemson and how to life, and in the space of a very
the visitors—meaning us—in an in- few minutes scored two touchdowns
spired moment lucked over a couple on two as beautiful plays as ever
of touchdowns against the Jacket's were pulled on Grant Field. They
secondary. And how the Engineers had just taken the ball on their
then came back with fire in their 20-yard line. Miller shot a pass
atmflHKiMgiMtdMaiaM^uiaiMM«iMUiMUMa«t^^iKi«iCTCTKiOTW«m^
boilers to put on an exhibition of on the first play to Woodward and
low to make six points in seven the fleetfooted back
breezed
by
plays.
Shorty Roberts and outran all purBut that isn't all of what va- saw suit to the goal line. The distance
and heard.
Nor was it by any traversed by the pass and run was
means the most significant.
The 80 yards.
tidings that warmed the souls of
"Before the fans could regain
several thousand Clemson support- their equilibrium Clemson struck
ers on Grant Field that afternoon again. The Tigers took the kick.had to do with nothing other than off, and by fierce driving and great
those eleven boys out there
in passing carried the ball to Tech's
yellow jerseys, and with several 33 yard line, where the stage was
more over on the bench.
set for one of those Frank MerriAny one who kept track of the well thrillers. Miller shot a forClemson eleven and its tribulations ward pass over the center of the
last year can appreciate to the line to Craig. As the Tech men
fullest our acute sensation of joy closed in on him he tossed a wellin watching a team of Tigers that timed lateral to the irrepressible
Jhad at last come into its own.
Woodward, who was in full flight
Last season the
Tigers
met as 'he caught the ball and never
everything but disgrace after dis- stopped until he was over the goal
aster at the hands of foes who again.
Mr. Miller kicked
both
ordinarily yielded before the on- goals and. Clemson had 14 points.
slaught of superior forces from the
"It was a great and
colorful
Jungle. But this year the worm opening day, and
the
Clemson
lias turned.
The Tigers are put- forces, both on the field and in the
ting the quietus on those that just stands, contributed a large share
aren't loud enough, and are going to the hostilities and the festivities.
to put one or two of the swell- The famous Clemson spirit
was
necks on the spot before the fall never more forcefully demonstrated
is done.
then in the proceedings Saturday.
Whether it was the effect of the More than half of the entire stushrieking support of a stand full dent body came over—741 cadets
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
of loyal Clemson backers or just including a fine band and the prize
a load of that old Clemson spirit, drill platoon of thirty-two.
The
we don't know. But the fact was platoon gave an exhibition of fancy
of itself quite evident in Atlanta stepping between halves that even
that the bys from the Blue Ridge West Point men would envy. This
"had finally and for keeps overcome drill was an innovation in Atlanta
that jinx which has for years pur- and the fans went wild over it.
sued the Bengals abroad. We re"As for the game itself, it was
fer to that butter-fingered tendency one of the cleanest ever played.
of Clemson athletic teams on for- All the penalties inflicted were for
eign fields—a tendency that had off-side. There was not a penalty
assumed the symptoms of an out- for illegal use of hands or holding.
of-state inferiority complex.
There was not a single exhibition
But none of this on Grant Field. of roughness. The spirit was fine
The tooys went in there and play- between the rivals all the
way
ed four quarters of jam-up, rip- through.
It was football at its BBBBHBBBBBiaaBBBBBHHHBHHHBBBSB^

HOKE SLOAN'S
FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES

FORTUNE SHOES

FLORSHEIM SHOES

HOKE SLOAN'S

EXPLANATION BLANKS FREE

PERMIT BLANKS FREE

CHECKS CASHED AS USUAL

SANDWICHES & CHOCOLATE MILKS 5c; MILK SHAKES 10c
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PAGE SIX
TECH GAME
(Continued from page 1)
arose in one huge jcry of jublilation •
Tech chose to kick and before
the Jackets could take stock
of
themselves, the flying sophomore
had scored again.
Bill Dillard, who had entered the
game a minute before, returned
the kickoff to the 30-yard
line,
made four on a plunge and then
Woodward circled around end for
11 more.
Miller shot a pass to
Patterson, left end, and it was good
for 23 yards. Coach Alexander had
his first string grouped about him,
but he was one play too slow.
Miller sailed a short pass to Craig.
As the Tech men closed in on him
he tossed a well-timed lateral to
Woodward who caught the ball in
full flight and sidestepped down a
gauntlet of Tech tacklers for the
touchdown.
The play,
executed
perfectly in every respect was good
for 3 2 yards. Captain Miller again
dro.pkicked the point. In four plays
the Tigers had traveled exactly 70
yards.
At this point Galloway, Barron,
Cherry, and others rushed in to
fill the void and in five plays produced another, and| the last, touchdown of the day. The try for the
extra point failed and the score
stoood. at 32 to 14. The game ended with the ball in Tech's possession after Clemson had fumbled.
Charlie Galloway,
product
of
Greenville high, was the individual
star of the Tornado attask. Charlie
is fast and elusive and accounted
for a good part of the ground gaining of the Georgia school.
The
third touchdown was the result of
a sensational 50-yard run around
right end and a magnificent reversing of his field by the former i
Greenville luminary.
In Galloway,
Cherry,
Barron,
Ferguson, and Davis the Georgia
outfit presented an array of versatile backs that the Carolina boys
■were unable to cope with.
The
Jine opened quickly and the backs
were through the holes in an inkling. The hammering on the line
was too regular and Coach Neely
had too few reserves.
For the Tigers Captain Bob Miller was by far the most consistent
performer.
Bob was
everywhere
backing up the line, rushing in
and making tackle after tackle
where the ball carrier had passed
the line of scrimmage. His passing and kicking were
unfailing,
and he selected, his plays with cool
and accurate judgment
John Heineman, at guard, and
Ben Kirkconnell, at center, were
not relieved throughout the whole
game. They both held down their
positions splendidly . Gene Patterson played a great game at left end
and "Footsie" Davis was a wonder
at right tackle.
Due to the presence of about 750
members of the cadet corps, the
team never failed to get full support.
There were also
a great
many alumni at the game adding
considerably to the cheering. During
the intermission the Senior Platoon
made an extremely favorable impression with its expert exhibition.
Tech completed four passes for
72 yards, had one intercepted, and
six grounded. Clemson completed
seven passes for 212 yards, had.
two intercepted, and five grounded.
There were no penalties for more
than fire yards, Tech drawing three
and Clemson five.

CUBS DEFEAT ERSKINE
(Continued from page 1)
picked an Erskine pass out of the
air and coasted forty-five yards behind
perfect interference for the
second
score.
Hinson broke through some
time later to add his name to the
scoring column.
McCown took an
Erskine punt and slipped through the
whole team for sixty-five yards only

THURSDAY

THE TIGER
to be brought down "from behind on ATLANTA FALiLS FOR
CLEMSON CADETS
the three yard line by Whitesides. He
(Continued from page one)
scored the fourth touchdown on a
not help being enthralled
with
line play.
the precise drilling of a platoon of
At this period of the game the cadets—that platoon
won hands
Cub reserves entered the game. The down itself. The big throng was
Erskine quarterback took advantage of captured—on every side were heard
this change to toss a series of passes. responsive "ahs'' and "ohs". The
Finally ended with Whitesides carry- people of Atlanta liked it immening the ball over the last marker.
sely. Enough has not been said yet.
The first team returned
to the Clemson's clean-cut, upstanding, solgame and shortly afterward McCown diery cadets on the streets, in the
scored again. Hinson's pass to Shore theatres, and every where else they
was good for the extra point. Just chanced to go, demanded interest
before the end of the game the Ers- and attention. Their conduct was
could
kine field general tried to surprise the exemplary. Certainly there
Cubs by passing from his own ten not have been gathered anywhere
yard line. The joke was on him as 750 young men more well-behaved.
Fellows, return to us again soon.
Lee, Cub back, took the ball out of
the air and sailed across for the last We old Clemson men of Atlanta are
touchdown of the afternoon. A pass sincerely proud of you. You have
to Pop Oehmig was good for the fired, in us renewed Tiger spirit. We
extra point.
That made the final have no regrets over the outcome
of the game with Tech . . . but you
score 38-6.
Next week the Cubs will be sever- are certainly showing us plenty to
forward to, a fine coach, a
ly tested when they tangle with the look
Georgia Bull Pups on Riggs Field. fighting spirit, and the full cooperaThe lineup of the Cubs will
be tion from all on all sides, reveal
strengthened by the return of Penning- a most promising future for Clemton, powerful defensive back, who was son and its cohorts.
W. E. Bowers,
held out of the Erskine game beSecretary, Atlanta Alumni Club.cause of sickness.
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"Perhaps the greatest problem
DEPRESSION CAUSES MANY
TO TRY HAND AT WRITING facing our economic system today
and in the next quarter of a century is that of enforced leisure,
Cincinnati—(IP)—In good times
and
unemployment.
(when big business went ;about
"Our
economic system is on trial,
seeking technicians and complainjust
as
every
preceding system was.
ed that colleges and universities
on
trial.
Its
problems cannot be
turned out too ofew of them, technical courses became the "rage" in solved with a Follyanna recipe that
the institutions of higher learning all things will work out well if
simply given time. I would suggest
throughout the land.
for this problem of enforced idleProfessors of English, Philosophy
ness a definite program of intellecand the other arts who presumed
tual work.
to complain were laughed down.
"Reading should be regarded as
They had nothing more to do but
a
game, and writing can be done
act as voices crying in the wilderif one feels like it. Many persons
ness.
are turning to writing, and one
Now, thinks Dr. Raymond Walauthentic sign of a nation's beters, former dean of Swarthmore
coming intellectual is a luxuriant
College, this year beginning his
first term as president of the Uni- crop of writers".
ersity of Cincinnati, depression will
start colleges again teaching students how to occupy their idle
time, of which they will have plenty in the next few years.
"The fiTst function of a university," he admits, "is to prepare
students for the work of life. A
second function of higher education is training for the leisure of
life.

MONTEITH'S
Lunch Room
REGULAR DINNER 25c
Sloans' Arcade

THE FALL OF
CONSTANTINOPLE
"Nature in the Raw"—as portrayed by Thomas Webb... inspired by the savage slaughter
of 5000 Christian defenders—
at the hands of the vengeful,
barbaric horde of 250,000
men under the ruthless
Mohammed 11—14531
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—and raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes
They are not present in Luckies
. . . the mildest cigarette
you ever smoked
WE buy the finest, the very
finest tobaccos in all the
world—but that does not
explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as
the mildest cigarette. The fact
is, we never overlook the
truth that "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild"—so

these fine tobaccos, after
proper aging and mellowing,
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words—"It's toasted". That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.

It's toasted

•»

That package of mild Luckies

"If a man write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, tho he
build his house in the woods, the world will make a beaten path to his door. "—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Does not this explain the world-wide acceptance and approval of Lucky Strike?

